
Collaborations:

Gain Better Results
Auto-lead targeted audience from any channel 

to complete a cross domain tailored journey 

and achieve the desired outcome.

Gain Better Control
Auto-steer your clients in the best direction 

throughout your digital assets.

Design multiple scenarios (SUPERLINKS) to match 

any target audience and any objective.

Share the SUPERLINKS as simple URLs using your 

existing communication channels.

Lead the clients to multiple web pages and domains 

in the desired route using Auto-navigate.

Focus the clients’ attention on the right content in 

each web page using Auto-scroll and Auto-media.

Communicate with your clients by delivering targeted 

messages - text, audio & animated visual aids –

without making changes to the visited web pages.

Assist your clients in taking the required actions using 

Auto-clicks.

Yes - the SUPERLINK is actually doing it for them.

Creating SUPERLINKS is easy and non-technical.

Gain Better Knowledge
Learn from your clients using cognitive technology:

Currently under development in collaboration with IBM, 

the next generation of the solution, Smart SUPERLINK, 

will auto-generate recommended scenarios for your 

website based on clients' behavioral analytics.

SUPERLINK by Croosing

SUPERLINK technology for autonomous browsing 

(patents pending) is a proprietary of Croosing.

“SUPERLINKS take consumers 

on a magical journey”

Venture Beat

“SUPERLINKS could really 

shake up the web”

Best Techie

“A way to make links 

more effective for businesses”

Trend Hunter

“Browsing just wasn’t enough…”

Irish Tech News

Chosen #1 on “Hot startups to watch 

on Dublin Tech Summit 2017”

“10 Most Promising Startups

of the Negev 2019” award
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“Consumers are far less concerned about 

who is in control, so long as they get the results 

they want with speed and convenience”
(“The Experience Revolution” report, 

IBM Institute for Business Value, 2017)

info@croosing.com | TheSUPERLINK.com

Passive link means active clients means high churn rate.

Active SUPERLINK means relaxed clients means done deals.

http://venturebeat.com/2017/01/27/croosing-launches-superlinks-to-help-marketers-take-website-visitors-on-a-journey/
https://www.besttechie.com/croosing-superlinks/
https://www.trendhunter.com/trends/croosing
http://irishtechnews.ie/we-gave-the-humble-hyperlink-superpowers-and-made-it-a-superlink/
mailto:info@croosing.com?subject=I'm%20interested%20in%20SUPERLINK%20Leader
https://www.thesuperlink.com/


TheSUPERLINK.com | info@croosing.com
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Auto-lead

Assist

Communicate

Focus

your clients to multiple 

web pages and domains

your clients’ attention

on the right content

messages in context

to the audience & objective

your clients in taking 

the required actions

Passive link, active clients, high churn

Enormous resources are spent on getting the clicks.

But what’s happening next?

Active link, relaxed clients, deals 

Design multi-scenarios (SUPERLINKS) to match 

any objective and share them as simple URLs.

Most of the clients are lost before they

reach the destination goal.

Clients need to be active to proceed.

Passive clients are lost clients.

The clients enjoy a controlled journey, 

from start to end.

Clients need to be active to leave.

Passive clients proceed to your goal.

Client

How do I ...?

Agent

Click this link: slfws.online/assisted_help and let it work for you

SUPERLINK by Croosing

https://www.thesuperlink.com/
mailto:info@croosing.com?subject=I'm%20interested%20in%20SUPERLINK%20Leader
http://slfws.online/?cr_sid=3094

